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Using the Help
The ’Help’ provides information about the commands used in the program, and leads
you through the use of the software.

Launching the Help
•

Click on the

•

Press key F1.

button, or

Navigation in the Help
Texts and objects in blue mean active links. Navigation in the Help is discussed in
the chapter of Navigation in the document
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Workspace
Starting
After the program starts, the dialog-box shown below appears first (provided that we
haven’t chosen any other settings). This is where you can set the mode of use for the
application.

Choosing the radio button with the label ”eBook Reader”, the program will appear in
the eBook mode. By clicking on the button with the label ”…” the reader’s root
directory can be set.
Choosing the radio button with the label ”PDF Reader”, the program will appear in
”Reader” mode.
As a result of setting the „Do not show this dialog again” check-box to checked, when
the program starts, this dialog-box will not come up. Later on, the application will start
in the mode last selected.
Note: In case the „Root” member of the Initialization file is set, this dialog-box will
not appear.
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”Reader” mode
In this mode the application functions as a PDF viewer.

The explanation of the left-side controls of the workspace and the data can be found
in the table below.
Button - Heading

Description
Opening the document.

File Name 1
3
11
118%

The name of the opened document.
The page displayed (the third in this case).
The number of the pages in the document.
Current zooming ratio in percentages.
Displaying bookmarks (in case the PDF file contains bookmarks).
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eBook mode
In this mode we can display the PDF files located by the path provided by the root
directory as integrated in the user interface. The directory tree can be built up with
the file operations provided by the operational system (copy, delete, create directory
etc.).

Icon

Description
One level up.
Directory.
Document.
Navigation in the list (the appearance depends on the list window’s size and the
number of it’s elements)
Displaying the bookmarks (in case the PDF file contains bookmarks).

Note: Unless we perform an operation on the document list for a period of time
(specified by the ” ChView” member of the Initialization file), the list changes into
the phase discussed in the ”Reader” mode. If we move the cursor above the vertical
state bar on the left side the document list becomes visible again.
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Navigation in the document
Turning a page
We can navigate in the document by means of the page-turning commands. We can
step on the first, the previous, the next, the last page of the document. In addition, we
can switch between the pages last shown, as well.
Button:
Key:

CTRL+HOME, PAGEUP, PAGEDOWN, CTRL+END, CTRL+<-, CTRL+->

Jumping on a particular page
You can jump directly to a given page with the Goto Page command.

Button:
Key:

CTRL+N
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Operations on an opened document
Zooming in and out
The following commands help you change the size of the picture on the displayed
page. The visible content of the page changes in proportion with the changing of the
zooming ratio.
Zooming ratio doubles on pacing (in case of diminution is halved), its scale changes
between 25% and 1600%.
Page Width and Whole Page commands gear the zooming ratio to the size of the
program window. In case of Page Width command, the application adjusts the page
width to the width of the workspace, while the Whole Page command will affect the
zooming ratio in such a way, that the whole page becomes visible.
Button:
Key:

+, -, CTRL+H, CTRL+J, CTRL+K

Rotating pages
Rotating the page to the left or right from the current orientation. After performing the
operation every consecutive page will be displayed in the altered position.
Button:
Key:

CTRL+->, CTRL+<-
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File operations
Copying on clipboard
Copying the selected part on clipboard is done in the following way. The content of
the selection is copied on the clipboard only as a textual stream, it does not keep its
format.
Button:
Key:

CTRL+C, CTRL+INS

Searching texts
With the help of this command you can find a given text or extract in the opened
document. You can use any character in the specification of the sought text..
The searching process starts with the Find button. Performing the search can be
interrupted any time by pressing key ESC or by clicking on the Cancel button. In case
of a match the program displays the sought text-part inversely???. Searching
continues by clicking on the Find Next button.
Button:
Key:

CTRL+F

Printing
This command allows you to print the pages of the document.
Button:
Key:

CTRL+P
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Toolbar
Button

Description

Button

Description

Button

Description

Jump

View

File

~ to the first page.

Zooming in.

~ to the previous page.

Zooming out.

~ to the next page.

Actual size.

Printing ~.

~ to the last page.

Adjusting ~ to width of
the window.

Help

~ to the previous view.

Adjusting to the window.

About Sorax Reader

~ to the next view.

Rotating ~ right.

~ to a given page.

Rotating ~ left.

Copying the selected part
on clipboard.
Searching in the
document.
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Keyboard commands
Key
CTRL+HOME
PAGEUP
PAGEDOWN
CTRL+END
Alt+<Alt+->
CTRL+N
+
CTRL+H
CTRL+J
CTRL+K
CTRL+->
CTRL+<CTRL+O
CTRL+P
CTRL+C
CTRL+INS
CTRL+F
I
F1

Description
First page
Previous page
Next page
Last page
Step to the previous view
Step to the next view
Jump to a given page
Zooming in
Zooming out
Actual size
Adjustment to window
Adjustment to width
Rotating right
Rotating left
Open file (only in READER mode)
Printing
Copying selected part to clipboard
Searching
About Sorax Reader
Help
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Initialization file
General section
Specifying the general settings of the Viewer.
Language

Root
ChView
StackSize
Theme

In case we want to display the language of the controls of the
viewer in a different language (from the default: English), this is the
key that has to be set. You might wish to mark the value with the
abbreviation pertaining to the given language (XX in the present
case).
The root directory of the reader can aso be set. Provided that this
key is specified the Browser Mode dialog-box will not come up.
Delay in the phase-change of the list, in eBook mode. Format:
day,hour,minute,second.
The size of the page stack.
The name of the current "Skin".

General.Lang.XX section
General language settings for the controls.
Cancel
OpenDlgFilter
SearchingFmt
VersionFmt

Caption of the Cancel button.
This key allows you to set the filter of the ”Open” dialog-box, if the
viewer has been started in ”PDF Reader” mode.
The format of the left-side state bar in case of searching; eg.:
Searching on the %d page, where ”%d” is the page on which the
searching is performed.
The format of the version number of application; eg.: Version %s,
where ”%s” will be replaced with the version number.

StartUp.Lang.XX section
Controls of the ”Starting” dialog-box.
Caption
Mode
eBook
Path
PDF
Again

Caption of the dialog-box.
Label of the ”Mode” group.
Label of the ”eBook Reader” radio-button.
Label of the ”Path:” static control.
Label of the ”PDF Reader” radio-button.
Label of the ”Do not show this dialog again” control.

PrintingDlg.Lang.XX section
Controls of the ”Printing” dialog-box:
Caption
Document
Page
Printer
Port

Caption of the dialog-box.
Label of the ”Document:” static control.
Label of the ”Page:” static control.
Label of the ”Printer:” static control.
Label of the ”Port:” static control.
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PasswordDlg.Lang.XX section
Controls of the ”Password” dialog-box.
Caption

Caption of the dialog-box.

GotoPageDlg.Lang.XX section
Controls of the ”Goto Page” dialog-box.
Caption
Page
PageCount

Caption of the dialog-box.
Label of the ”Page:” static control.
Format of the static control ”Number of document pages”, where
%d is the number of the pages.

BookmarksDlg.Lang.XX section
Controls of the ”Bookmarks” dialog-box.
Caption

Caption of the dialog-box.

AboutDlg.Lang.XX section
Controls of the ”About” dialog-box.
Caption

Caption of the dialog-box.

ToolBar.Lang.XX section
We can set the texts of the tooltips in this group.
Button

Key

Button

Key

Button

Key

FirstPage

ZoomIn

EditCopy

PrevPage

ZoomOut

EditFind

NextPage

ActualSize

FilePrint

LastPage

FitWidth

Help

BackPage

FitPage

About

ForwPage

RotateRight

GoToPage

RotateLeft

Additional setting options can be found at the description of the SPdf.dll.
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